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Abstract-Nonlinear structural design sensitivity analysis for structures undergoing elastoplestic 
deformation is developed in this paper. The reference volume concept is used to unity the shape and 
nonshape design problems. The rate (time-independent) constitutive model is employed to account for 
the plastic material behavior. In the response analysis, a higher order approximation procedure of the 
integration of the rate constitutive equations is proposed. The direct differentiation approach (DDA) 
is adopted to obtain the design sensitivity equation for the response variables. A method of partial 
differentiation of the rate constitutive equations, which yields a set of linear differential equations in 
the partial derivatives of stresses and internal variables with respect to the design variable, is included 
in the DDA procedure. In Part I of this paper, the general theory is described. In Part II, the theory 
is applied to a composite laminated beam problem. 
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ume. 
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= body force per unit mass at load levet t 
= linear elastic modulus 

= design variable 

= Jacobian and area metric of the transformation Ori 4 rzi, respectively 

= Jacobian and area metric of the transformation tzi - OZi, respectively 

= elsstoplastic stiffness 

= ply thickness of the laminated beam 

= displscement field at load level t 
= coordinate in the fixed reference volume 

= coordinate at load level t 

= strain tensor at load level t 
= ply angle of the laminated beam 

= mass per unit volume at load level t 
= Cauchy stress tensor at load level t 
= curvature of the beam at load level t 
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INTRODUCTION 

Design sensitivity, which means calculation of derivatives of the structural response quantities 

with respect to the design variables, has been a topic of interest to many researchers over the 

years. The sensitivity analysis for linear structural problems is a well studied area. Research 

has also been performed on nonlinear sensitivity analysis for isotropic materials. Three major 

techniques are commonly employed in the calculation of sensitivities. They are the finite difference 

technique, the direct differentiation approach and the adjoint variables approach. The simplest of 

course is the finite difference approach which is often computationally prohibitive. Tsay et al. [l] 

and Tsay et al. [2] presented the direct differentiation and the adjoint variable approaches for 

design sensitivity analysis (DSA) of nonlinear structural systems. Both geometric and material 

nonlinearities were included. The shape and nonshape design problems were unified using the 

reference volume concept. The design sensitivities at a particular load level were related to the 

design sensitivities at the previous load level. However, due to the discontinuities of the design 

sensitivities at the elastoplastic transition points, the sensitivities at the elastic level cannot be 

used in the calculation of the sensitivities at the following plastic level. Vidal et al. [3] have also 

discussed the design sensitivity analysis of history dependent problems. The constitutive model 

used in their study is continuously differentiable with respect to design parameters, so there is no 

discontinuity in the design sensitivities. Lee et al. [4] developed design sensitivity for elastoplastic 

structures. Discontinuities in the design sensitivities were investigated and procedures to treat 

them were discussed. A load incrementation procedure for the response analysis was presented 

which gives increments in the response variables. A direct variation approach was developed in 

which design variations of the equilibrium equations and the constitutive equations were used to 

calculate the design variations of the response variables. The method required integration of the 

variations of the constitutive equations. The design sensitivity expression was also discretized for 

numerical calculations using the isoparametric formulation of the finite element analysis. 

The analytical investigation has primarily been in the area of isotropic materials. In the area of 

composites, the sensitivity of structures undergoing nonlinear deformation has not been addressed 

analytically. The purpose of the present paper is to discuss nonlinear design sensitivity analysis 

of anisotropic materials undergoing elastoplastic deformation. In Part I of this paper, the general 

theory for both response analysis and sensitivity analysis is described. In Part II, the theory is 

applied to a composite laminated beam problem. 

PART I. GENERAL THEORY 

Nonlinear structural sensitivity analysis comprises three steps: the nonlinear structural re- 

sponse analysis, the response sensitivity analysis and the constraint sensitivity analysis. In 

this paper, the generalized Hooke’s law is adopted as the elastic constitutive model and the 

rate-independent plasticity is chosen as the plastic constitutive model. Several techniques are 

available for response analysis, such as the Total Lagrangian formulation and the Updated La- 

grangian formulation [1,4,5], which uses the load incremetation procedure to obtain increments 

in the response variables. A load incrementation procedure, which gives responses rather then 

their increments, is used in the present formulation to fit the class of nonlinear present prob- 

lems. In the plastic range, the constitutive equations are a set of nonlinear differential equations. 

Several different numerical techniques have been proposed for the solution of these equations. 

Tsay et al. [l] proposed a linear approximation of the integration of the constitutive equations 

in the discussion of nonlinear sensitivity analysis. Lubliner [6] summarized the generalized Euler 

(predictor/corrector) method for viscoplasticity and rate-independent plasticity. In this paper, a 

higher order approximation of the integration of the rate equations is proposed. In the sensitivity 

analysis, the reference volume concept is to unify shape and nonshape design problems. The 

response sensitivity equations are obtained using the direct differentiation approach (DDA), in 

which design sensitivities of the equilibrium equations with respect to the design variables are 
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computed. A method of partial differentiation of the plastic constitutive equations, with respect 

to the design variable, is proposed which yields a set of linear differential equations in the partial 

derivatives of the stresses with respect, to the design variables. Once the set of linear differential 

equations is solved, the sensitivity equations are used to determine the response sensitivities. 

Direct differentiation of the constraint, functions with respect to the design variables and substi- 

tution of the response sensitivities result, in the constraint sensitivities with respect to the design 

variables. 

CONTINUUM DEFORMATION 

Consider a continuum initially occupying a domain Co of volume ‘V and bounded by th; 

surface Or (Figure 1). In this configuration, a material point is denoted Ox = (‘21, ‘~2, Ozs) 

in a Cartesian coordinate system. At some time t (load level t), the configuration deforms to 

a new configuration with a domain C, of colume tV and bounded by the surface tI’ (Figure 1). 

The material point moves to a new position denoted TV = (tzl, tag, “~3)~ in another Cartesian 

coordinate system. The relation between Ox and TV is described by the function 

tX = tX(OX, t). (I-1) 

Figure 1. Deformation procedure. 

Assuming that TV is continuously differentiable with respect to Ox, the deformation gradient 

matrix of transformation from the initial configuration CO to the deformed configuration Ct at Ox 

is defined by iF(‘x, t), whose Cartesian components are ;Fij = &+. The Jacobian determinant 
3 

is &7(Ox, t) = det (iF(‘x, t)). 
Consider a material point Ox and two neighboring points Ox’ = Ox + d”x’ and Ox” = Ox + d”x”. 

The vector area of the triangle formed by the three points is denoted doI’. At time t, the deformed 

positions of Ox Ox’ and Ox” are ‘X 

deformed area ‘dtI’ is given by 
, TV’ = TV + 6Fd’x’ and TV” = TV + &F&x”, respectively. The 

dtl? = 4, Jrd’r, (1.2) 

where 

and Oni(i = 1,2,3) are the outward normal components of the initial surface ‘l?. If a fourth point 

is now defined by OX”’ = ’ x + d’x”’ and its deformed position by TV’” = TV + &FdOx”‘, then the 

volume, d”V, of the tetrahedron in the initial configuration and the deformed volume dtV are 

related as follows 

dtV = 4, J&V. (1.3) 
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REFERENCE VOLUME CONCEPT 

Define a reference configuration C, with volume ‘V and boundary ‘l? which does not deform 

during the design and loading processes. This concept of fixed reference volume is particularly 

useful in unifying the shape and nonshape design sensitivity analysis problems. Let rx be the 

position vector for each point in the fixed reference configuration C,.. For each design a unique 

mapping Ox = Ox(rx) is established that maps each point rx in C, onto a material particle with 

coordinate Ox in Cc and vice versa. This mapping will change with variations in the shape of the 

continuum, so that the material volume associated with C,. changes. However, C, is invariant, 

so reference volume and surface area do not change with the design variations. Note that the 

mapping between the reference volume and the original configuration depends only on the design 

variation and is independent of the loading history. The differential volume and surface area in 

the initial configuration can be expressed in terms of the reference volume as d”V = !JdTV and 

do I = FJrd’l?, respectively, where 95 is the Jacobian determinant of transformation from the 

reference configuration to the initial configuration and 

where Tni(i = 1,2,3) are the outward normal components of reference surface “I. 

PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK 

Equilibrium of a continuum can be described in two ways. The first is described by a set 

of differential equations and the second by a functional extremum. Mathematically, these two 

categories are equivalent to each other. In practice, the set of differential equations can be 

transformed to fit into the concrete classes of problems. The description of a functional extremum 

is used in the following formulation. The same procedure can also be used to describe the 

differential equations. 

In the configuration C,, any volume element dt V experiences a body force tptbdtV, where 

TV is the mass per unit volume at load level t and tb is the body force per unit mass at load 

level t. Any oriented surface element tndtlY experiences a contact force %@)dT, where Q,(h) is 

the surface traction and ‘n is the unit outward normal on tr. If taij denotes the Cauchy stress 

tensor, then %i(h) = taijtnj. 

Consider two possible configurations TV and TV + Stu, where #u is a virtual displacement field, 

and assume that the acceleration field vanishes identically. The principle of virtual work can be 

used to describe the equilibrium of a continuum at load level t as 

s tUij6tEijdtV = 
/ 

tptbi6tuidtV + 
tV tV s 

taijtnj6tuidtI’, 
tr 

(1.4) 

where tsij = (l/2) (& + 2). Equation (1.4) is solved using the Updated Lagrangian (UL) 

scheme [5]. Next, since reference volume concept is used, the above equation is transformed to 

the initial configuration (Cc) as 

s tOij6tEijkJd0V = 
s 

‘ptbiGtuadOV + 
s 

tO. .tn .&.t J d’r 
23 3 zor . 

OV OV or 
(1.5) 

Referring all the quantities in equation (1.5) to the reference volume, the equation is rewritten as 

J 
t~..BtEijkJFJdPV = v 

s 
‘ptbic5tuid”V + 

‘V ‘V s 
tuijtnjStu&, JrO, J&T. (1.6) 

pl- 

Equation (1.6) is used in the sensitivity analysis. 
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CONSTITUTIVE MODELS 

Materials described by rate constitutive equations form an important class in structural me- 

chanics because they describe phenomena like plasticity, creep, viscoelasticity and viscoplasticity. 

Thus, in this paper, a rate constitutive model is adopted to describe the plastic procedure. The 

kinematic formulation depends upon the assumptions made in describing the displacements, r+ 

tations and strains. The theory presented in this paper assumes a materially-nonlinear model 

with infinitesimal displacements and rotations. The formulation presented applies to generally 

anisotropic materials. The stress-strain relation of an elastoplastic material is often constructed 

on the basis of the following three basic concepts from the classical plasticity theory. These are: 

(a) yield criterion, (b) flow rule and (c) hardening rule. In addition, many elastoplastic models 

are based on the assumption that the infinitesimal strain at load level t can be decomposed into 

an elastic component t~Fj and a plastic component t~rj? that is, tEij = %Fj +t~fj. The stress rates 

are related to the strain rates using Hooke’s law as 

(1.7) 

where Cijkl are the elastic moduli of the structural material. 

In the stress space, it is assumed that there exists an enclosed surface which is described by a 

yield surface, f(taij, tcl,. . . , “&) = 0, where t<l,. . . , t& are the internal variables at load level t. 

The plastic strain rate vanishes within that surface but not outside of it. An associated flow rule 

is adopted. Therefore, the plastic strain rates are written as 

. af “‘Yj = tX-, 
atUij (1.8) 

where ti is determined by the condition that dJring the plastic deformation, the stresses remain 

on the yield surface, that is, 
af t. af 

- Oi3 + atck dtUij 
-“& = 0, (1.9) 

at load level t. Defining tHt;\ = -St& (see [6]), equation (1.9) reduces to 

af -t&, - tHt;\ = 0. 
d"Uij 

Substitution of equation (1.8) in (1.7) yields 

Substituting equation (1.11) in (I.lO), ti is obtained 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

The hardening property tH may be related to the plastic modulus & obtained in a simple 

tension text [5-71. Substituting equation (1.12) in equation (I.ll), the stress-strain rate equations 

are obtained. 

tbi, = tPijkltkk(, (1.13) 

where 

tPtjkl = Ctjkl - 
Cijmn e % ‘mkl 

(1.14) 
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represent the instantaneous elastoplastic stiffnesses. Note that tP+l are functions of the stresses, 

the internal variables and the material constants. 

The presence of internal variables in the constitutive relations requires additional constitutive 

equations, that is, the equations of evolution. Among the three quantities cij, sij and &, only 

two are independent. In this paper, cij and & are used as independent variables and oij can 

be expressed in terms of the remaining two variables, Eij and &. The quantities uij and &. can 

be used as independent variables and cij can be expressed in terms of cij and & (see [S]). The 

equations of evolution are defined as 

%T = S&7 “r>, (1.15) 

for the rth internal variable r = (1, . . . , n). For rate-independent plasticity, the above can be 

written as 

“&. = %r(%, “0 = tQ&kr, (1.16) 

where 

(1.17) 

are functions of the stresses, the internal variables and the material constants. Equations (1.13) 

and (1.16) are the rate-independent constitutive equations of plasticity for composite materials. 

The above constitutive equations are for loading. With unloading, changes occur only in the 

elastic strain components. The elastic strain components are related to the stress components 

by the generalized Hooke’s law [B]. The plastic strain components do not change and are equal 

to the respective plastic strains attained at the initial instant of unloading. 

HIGHER ORDER APPROXIMATION 
OF RATE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

In the plastic range, the constitutive equations are a set of nonlinear differential equations with 

the elsstoplastic yield stresses at the yield points as the initial conditions. Numerical solution 

of this initial value problem for each load level is CPU intensive. Several numerical techniques 

have been presented for the time integration of the differential equation arising in elastoplastic 

problems. Tsay et al. [l] proposed a linear approximation of the integration of the constitutive 

equations in the discussion of nonlinear sensitivity analysis. Lubliner [6] summarized the gen- 

eralized Euler (predictor/corrector) method for viscoplasticity and rate-independent plasticity. 

These techniques are basically based on the linear approaches. However, in many cases the con- 

stitutive equations are continuously-higher-order differentiable with respect to the parameters in 

the plastic range. Therefore, a higher order approximation technique of the integration of the 

rate constitutive equations is proposed for these kinds of problems. Assume that the responses 

have been solved at load level T. For the following load level t, integration of equation (1.13) from 

the load level T to the load level t yields 

The above is approximated as follows: 

taij = 7aij $ 7Pijkl(t&kl - TEkl) + 1 aT&jkl t 
- -( 
2 a?&,, 

Ekl - r&kl) (km 

where ?e is calculated as 

a TPijkl aTPijkl Tp -=- arPijkl 7 

a~&,~ a9,, pqmn + aTtT Q~mn* 

- 

(1.18) 

7E ) mn 7 (1.19) 

(1.20) 
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Integration of equation (1.16) from the previous load level 7 to the current load level t yields 

The above is approximated as 

where srQrkl ~7Gn, is calculated as 

(1.23) 

Equations (1.19) and (1.22) represent the second order approximation of the constitutive equations 

in the strains tckr. Numerically, the linear approximation has first order accuracy in strain 

difference, that is, @ekl - T&kr)r whereas the second approximation and the generalized Euler 

method have second order accuracy in strain difference [8], that is, O[(t&kl - T~kl)(te,n - 7~mn)]. 
As long as the higher order derivatives of 7Pijkr and 7QTkl with respect to the strains exist, 

the higher order approximation of the constitutive equations can be obtained using the Taylor 

expansions of the integrations in equations (1.18) and (1.21). 

DIRECT DIFFERENTIATION APPROACH (DDA) 

The direct differentiation approach, also known as the direct variational method, is an effec- 

tive approach for calculating the response sensitivities and this approach is used in this paper 

to calculate the sensitivities, with respect to the design variables. The procedure involves tak- 

ing design variations of the equilibrium equations and the constitutive equations [1,4]. Using 

this method, a technique for the integration of the variation of the rate constitutive equation is 

required to find the response sensitivities [4]. To avoid the integration of the variations of the 

constitutive equations, a new procedure called the design partial differentiation of the constitu- 

tive equations is presented in this paper. This procedure is as follows. Let d = (dl, . . . , dp)T 

denote the design variable vector, where p is the total number of design variables. Assume that 

at load level t, the responses have been solved from the response analysis. Note that in the 

equilibrium equation (1.6), the quantities ,“J, “p and FJr are functions of design variables only, 

the quantities , 6 J tbi, hj and 6 Jr are functions of displacements, internal variables and design 

variables and the quantities taij are functions of strains, internal variables and design variables. 

For ‘o~~(~Qz, t5r, d), where t&kl and tcr are the two independent variables, using the chain rule 

of differentiation yields 

dtaij 8aij dtEpq -=-- 
dd, 8~~~ dd, 

+ dtaij dtET + dtaij 

-3gdd, ad,’ 
(1.24) 

Using the chain rule for the derivatives of the quantities ;J, tbir %zj and 4, Jr, differentiation of 

equation (1.6) with respect to the design variable d, yields 

drV 

atbi dtuj 8bi dt<T 

- - + at&. dd, dtUj dd, 
--+$)b’nif’bi6(~)]}dTY 

(1.25) 

7Zj + tUij (2 & + $$$ & + $)] 
+ XC%L~~ J OJ + tu..tn, 20 rr r Y 3 cr. 
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In equation (1.25), the quantities 8, $$, g, g, 2, $$, $$, 2, 2, %, 2, 

a’Jr @Jr @ 
&, k, ad,,, and @ are known from the displacements, the internal variables and the 

design variables; the quan;ties 2 and 2 can be calculated from the constitutive equations, 

and * can be expressed linearly in terms of 2. 

functiol of the design variable dm, 

In the elastic range, since tuij are explicit 
“at,. 

the quantities ad, can be obtained by direct differentiation 

of their relations. Furthermore, since the internal variables vanish in the elastic range, so do 

their sensitivities. Therefore, the only unknowns are the quantities 2, which can be solved 

for using equation (1.25). In the plastic range, the quantities 2 and ddz are unknown since “& 

toij and t<r cannot be expressed explicitly by the design variable d, (they are related by the 

constitutive equations which are a set of nonlinear differential equations). Thus, in the plastic 

range the unknowns in equation (1.25) are 2, &, and $. To solve the sensitivity equations, 

supplementary equations are required. The following section describes a procedure to get the 

supplementary equations in 2, $& and & in the plastic range. 

DESIGN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIATION (DPD) 
OF CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

Keeping the diplacements and the internal variables fixed, partial differentiation of the consti- 

tutive equations (1.13) with respect to the design variable d, yields 

(1.26) 

Derivative of equation (1.16) with respect to d, yields 

(1.27) 

In the above equations, the quantities ‘ici:‘, azzi, $@, w and w can be obtained 
P9 r 

from the definitions of tPijkr and tQTkl, respectively. The quantities & are linear functions of 

dtu’ ti* h f T ere ore, equations (1.26) and (1.27) represent a set of linear differential equations in ad & , 

$+nd$$. Their initial values can be obtained by differentiating the initial yield stresses &d 

theminitial izernal variables with respect to the design variable d,. Note that the stresses are 

functions of t~ij, t&. and d and the internal variables are functions of d, that is, ta~j(t&kl, t<T, d) 

and t&(d). Thus, at the yield point the yield stresses and the initial internal variables can be 

written as s~ij(o%&,d) and 0544, w h ere c&kl is the yield strain tensor and & is the initial 

internal variable vector which are determined from the elastic solutions and the yield function. 

Denoting oA, and cB,. the values of the yield stresses and the internal variables, respectively, 

the yield stresses eaij and the initial internal variables c& can be expressed as 

O’=ij(O&kl,o&r, 4 = oAij, 

o&(d) = 0%. 

Derivatives of equations (1.28) and (1.29) with respect to the design variable d, yield 

(1.28) 

(1.29) 

a0uij do-&j -=-- 
ad, dd, 

do& do% 
dd,=dd,* 

+ aoajj doEa -- 
aoSs d&z > 

> (1.30) 

(1.31) 
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The above equations represent the initial conditions of the linear differential equations (1.26) 
and (1.27). The response sensitivities can be obtained by combining equations (1.25)-(1.27) along 
with the initial conditions, equations (1.30) and (1.31). This linear problem is relatively easy 

to solve numerically compared to the integration procedure of the variations of the constitutive 
equations used in the traditional DDA. This also overcomes the problem of the discontinuities 
of design sensitivities at the material yield points by separating the sensitivity analysis in the 
plastic range from that in the elastic range. 

CONSTRAINT SENSITIVITY 

The problem is to find design sensitivities of quantities, such as displacements, stresses and 
strains of a nonlinear structural system at load level t. Such constraints may be represented by 
the general functional 

@= J G(t~ij,t&ij,tJT,t~i,d)doV+ 
“V(d) J h(ta&.,tui, d)d’I’. (1.32) 

‘r(d) 
The constraints can also be represented by ordinary functions. Further, the following discussion 
focused on the functional (1.32) can also be applied to the ordinary functions. Referring all the 
quantities to the reference volume, equation (1.32) becomes 

Q,= 
J 

G(taij,tEij,t5,,tUi,d)~JdrV+ J h(taij,t<r,tui, d)FJrdrI'. (1.33) 
TV(d) ‘r(d) 

The sensitivity of the constraint with respect to the design variable d, is 

a@ -= 
ad, J K dG dtaij dG dts.. 23 I dG d% dG dtui dG -- - 

TV(4 - - ’ dtEij ddm dtoij dd, 8% ddm - + dtui ddm + dd, 
;J+G$ drV 

m I 

+ J K dh dtgij 

dta,dd, 
) dh dt<r + ah dtui + dh d:Jr - -- - 

Td) dt(r dd, dtUi dd, ad, 
;Jr+hx $I’. 

m 1 (1.34) 

Note that in the above equation, the quantities e, $$-, $$, E and E can be obtained 

from the explicit function G(tgij, t&ij, t&., tUi, d), the quantities $$-, &, & a.nd $& CXI 
m 

be obtained from the explicit function h(taij, t&, tui,d) and the terms g and $$$ can be 

directly calculated from z J(d) and : Jr(d). The quantities *, 2, $, and 2 can be 
obtained from the response sensitivity analysis. Therefore, (1.32) can be ukd to Cal&late the 
design sensitivities of the constraints. 

PART II. APPLICATION TO COMPOSITE LAMINATED BEAM 

The general theory discussed in Part I is applied to a composite beam undergoing pure bending. 
A materially-nonlinear model is chosen to represent the rate constitutive equations. The Tsai-Hill 
theory is adopted as the yield criterion. In the response analysis, the curvatures and stresses of 
the beam are calculated. In the sensitivity analysis, the sensitivity of the curvatures and stresses 
with respect to ply angle are calculated by the direct differentiation approach (DDA) and the 
central finite difference approach (CFDA). The details of the analysis procedure, as applied to 
composites, are outlined in the following sections. In the following derivations, it must be noted 
that the summation is no longer used. 

MODELING ASSUMPTIONS 

Consider a composite laminated beam undergoing pure bending. The beam is made of an 

orthotropic laminate of 2k antisymmetrically stacked layers, each of which possesses different, 
mechanical properties, thickness Ti and ply orientations & (Figure 2a). The cross section of 
the beam is rectangular with width b and height h. The following discussions are based on the 
assumptions of plane stress. It is also assumed that the materials possess identical properties in 
tension and in compression. 
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(a) Laminated beam. (b) Cross section. 

Figure 2. Laminated beam under pure bending. 

STRAIN ANALYSIS 

Since the material is assumed to have identical properties in tension and compression, the 

middle surface of the beam is neither extended nor shortened. Considering a differential segment 

ds along the deflection curve (Figure 2a), the strain along the s-direction, at a point z and at 

load level t is 

(11.1) 

where z,y represent the reference axes (Figure 2b), ‘\k is the rotation angle of the section and 

9 is the curvature of the deflection curve. Defining ‘p = 2, equation (11.1) is written as 

tez = -ztcp. (11.2) 

Since the strain in the y-direction and the shear strain in the x-y plane are very small compared 

to the strain in the direction 2, they are assumed to be negligible in the following analysis, that 

is, t~y = 0 and t-yZy = 0. Therefore, the strains in the ith layer in the principal material directions 

at load level t are calculated as 

%; = -ztp(cose~)2, 

t&a = -ztcp(sinBi)2, 

ty;2 = -ztcpsin2&, 

(11.3) 

where z is in the interval of [c”,li T’, ‘j& ~j] (where Tc = 0). 

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

The material model adopts the Tsai-Hill theory [9], in which the derivation of the anisotropic 

parameters depends on the initial yield surface and subsequently on the histories of the plastic 

deformation. The strain hardening is assumed to be isotropic, which at progressively higher 

stresses exhibits uniform expansion of the initial yield surface. For the ith layer of the beam, the 

yield surface at load level t is given by 

f( tititi cT1, g2, T12) = gg - 3 + p$ + p$ - 1 = 0, 
2 

(11.4) 

where tXi is the longitudinal strength at load level t, tYi is the transverse strength at load level t 

and tSi is the shear strength at load level t. In this paper, an elastic-perfectly plastic model 

is assumed. This implies that the strengths are constant and are equal to their initial values. 
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Therefore, the hardening property tH = 0. In the elastic range, the strain is related to the stress 

(11.5) 

where Cii = 1_Vf’,,, , Cfz = ,u$Eji , Ci., = Ei and C& = Gi2 and Ef, Ei axe the Young’s 
iz 21 12 21 '32% 

moduli, v&, & are the Poisson’s ratios and Gi2 is the shear modulus of the ith layer. 

The yield position z; of the 2 ‘th layer can be obtained from the yield surface equation (11.4). 

Substitution of equations (11.3) and (11.5) in equation (11.4) yields 

(II.Sa) 

where 

Ci = C~,(cosBi)2 + Ci2(sinBi)2, 

C; = Ci,(cos &)” + Ci2(sin t9i)2, (11.6b) 

C; = C;, sin 2ei. 

‘th For a position z on the z layer, if z 5 zi material is elastic, otherwise it is plastic. 

Substituting equation (11.3) in equation (II.5), the elastic constitutive equations (11.5) reduce 
to 

“02 = -ztcp [C& (~0s eij2 + Cfs(sin eJ2] , 

tea = -.2cp [Cj2(c0s eij2 + Ci,(sin eJ2] , 

t~i2 = ztcpC& sin 2ei. 

(11.7) 

Using equations (11.3)-(11.5), the plastic constitutive equations (1.13) are written as 

dtui 
g= z -tA”;,(cost)i)2 - tAi2(sin&)2 + f tAf3sin2& 

I 
, 

dtai 
s= .Z [ -tAi2(cosBi)2 - tAa2(sin0i)2 + f tA&sin2& 1 , 

z -tAf3(cos~i)2 - tA&(sin0i)2 + i tA&sin2ei , 1 
where 

tB;, 
tAfl = Cjl - - 

tBi 

tci ’ 
tAf2 = Ci2 - ---%, 

tBi 

to 
tA;3 = -$, 

tBi 

tA$2 = Ci2 - -?, tAi 
tgi 

23 
tBi 

WZ 
z3=--. tea ’ tA;3 = 2C& - $, 

% = 0%) ( 1) 2 tDi 2 + 2CflC;2tDftD; + (C;2)2(“D;)2, 

tBf2 = C;,Cf2(tDZ;)2 + [(C;,)” + C;p?;,] “D;“D; + Cf2C;2(tD;)2, 

tB;3 = 2C&, I i tDitD% + 2C;2C;6tD;tD;, 

“Bi2 = (C;2)2(“D;)2 + 2Cf2C;2tD;tD; + (C;2)2(“D;)2, 

“Bi3 = 2Cf2C,$DftD; + 2C;, CZ 66 tDitDi 2 3, 

“Bi3 = 4(C&J2(“D;)2, 

%” = tHi + C;,(tD;)2 + 2Cf2tDftD; + IT;,(“D;)~ + 2C;,(“D;)2, 

(11.8a) 

(II.8b) 

2tai t a; t z 
“D;=&- 

2tcri 
“DS = - ($2 + cx,“zy 

2tri -- 
(-%I2 ’ 

“‘4 = p$. 
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The initial conditions for the set of differential equations (11.8a) are given by the yield stresses 

at the elastoplastic transition points. Therefore, the initial conditions are expressed as 

where 90 = l/(tAi) is the yield deformation and 

EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION 

The bending moment about the middle surface is expressed as 

(11.8~) 

(II&l) 

(11.9) 

The total bending moment of the section is 2 ‘& tMi and is equal to the external moment tM, 

that is, 
k 

tM=2CtMi. (11.10) 
i=l 

The equations (11.9) and (11.10) yield 

’ Ci=,T, 

tM +2g C:IiTj s Zb [tof(C0SBi)2 + tai(sinBi)2 - “r12 sin2&] & = 0. (11.11) 

The above equation represents the equilibrium equation of the beam problem. Note that the only 

unknown in equation (11.11) is ‘9. Therefore, t9 can be solved by combining equation (11.11) with 

equation (11.7) (in the elastic range) or equations (11.8) (in the plastic range). A load incremental 

procedure is employed to solve for the response t9. 

SECOND ORDER APPROXIMATION 
OF RATE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

In the plastic range, if the responses at the previous load level r are known, at the following 

load level t the constitutive equations (11.8a) can be approximated as 

-‘A~,(cos&)~ - rAf2(sin&)’ + iTA&sin28i 
I 

(“9 - ‘9) 

1 
+ 2.z --~(cos&)~ - %(sin&)2 + f % sin28.1 (‘9 - z9)2, 

tu; = ‘ai + z - ‘A’;,(costQ2 - ‘Ab2(sin0i)2 + +‘A& sin2& 
[ 1 (‘9 - ‘9) 

+ fz [-f$$+3eij2 - $$?$(sin0i)2 + i $+ sin2&] (“9 - T9)2, 

(11.12) 
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“Tf”z = ‘I$ $ z - ‘A&(cos&)~ - 7Ai3(sin8i)2 + f ‘A& sin%+ 1 (t(p - ‘cp> 

+ iz [-%(co~S,)~ - $$$(sin&)2 + 5 $+!sin28,] (“cp- ‘(P)~. 

Equations (11.12) are the second order appro~mati~n of the plastic constitutive equations in 

terms of the curvature. Note that the quantities s, w, w, w, w and w 

can be expressed in terms of the stresses and curvature at load level 7. For instance, w is 

calculated as follows: from equation (11.8b), 

where 

(11.13) 

and$$,$&$ and s are calculated using equation (11.8a). The remaining terms are to be 

calculated in the same fashion. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The direct differentiation method is used for the sensitivity analysis of the beam. Once the 

responses at load level t have been calculated, the design sensitivities at that level can be obtained. 

Choosing the mth ply angle $, as the design variable, direct differentiation of equation (11.11) 

yields the sensitivity of the curvature tp with respect to 8, as 

at9 A+C 

x-l=-- B 
(11.14) 

where 

z( -“gi sin 285 + “u; sin 2& - 2t~& cos ZOi)Si, dz, (11.15) 

z [$$(cosQi)2 + $$(sin&)‘- %sin28,] dz, (11.16) 

z [~(c~~i)l+ $$(sinf?i)2 - zsin2B,] dz. (11.17) 
m m m 
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The quantities gl, t i tori and %i2 are calculated using equation (11.7) if the responses are elastic 

and equation (11.12) if the responses are plastic. The following procedure is employed to calculate 

the quantities $$, $$, and s. In the elastic range, direct differentiation of equation (11.7) 

yields 

at a” 
1 = --f [C~,(cos0i)2 -l- Ci2(sinBi)2j , 
atrp 
atai 
-$= -2 [C~2(CosBi)2 + C&(sinBi)“] , (11.18) 

a%” s= zC;s sin 2ei. 

In the plastic range, they are calculated using equation (11.8a). As for the terms 2, 2 and 

2, in the elastic range, partial differentiation of the equation (II.7) with respect to t9, yields 

av 
3&f= -&J (-Ci,, sin 2ei + Ci, sin ze,) 6imr 

at 7 i 

aez 
= 2~~ ~pc& cos 2eisi,. 

(II.19) 

In the plastic range, partial differentiation of the equation (11.8a) and the initial conditions 

equation (II.&), with respect to 8, yields 

+ $Af, sin 264 - t A;2 sin 2& + tAfs cos 2&)6im, 

a(2) = 
at’P z [ -p&co, Bi)2 - %(sin&)2 + f $sin2&] 2 

+ z 
[ 
_!&4(ces&j2 - &(sin,l)’ + k $sin2&] 2 

+z - 
[ 

!%!&(coss,)2 - %(sinQ2 + f 3 1 *4 ' 
12 

sin2& - 
1 

Wr;2 

aem 

+ .#Ai2 sin 2& - tAi2 sin 2& + tAa, cos 20i)bim, 

a($$) 
atcp 

=I - 

[ 

%(c0sei)2 - %(sin0i)2 + f $j$ sina&] 2 

+ 2 
[ 
-%(cosei)2 - $$$(sinB,)2+ f %sin28,] 2 

+ z -~(cos&)~ - !$$!(sin0i)2 + f %sin2&] 2 
[ 

+ z@A& sin 24 - tA& sin 26$ + tA& COS 20i)&m, (11.20a) 
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and 

_=_+i-CfS a,u; 
aem (AiJ2 

-,,Afl(cos e,)2 - 
1 

,,A:,(cos ei)2 + 20A:3 sin 24 1 , 

aA. 

+$$2 -sAf2(cos Bi)2 - eA6,(cos &)2 + $A;, sin 2& 1 , (II.POb) 

8071”2 
ac;A. _ C$?$ 

-=- ae, 2 

8th (Ai)2 m 
& 

+-[ 
1 

(N2 
-oAi,,(cos ei)2 - OA!&~~~ ei)2 + 2~A& sin 2& 1 , 

where the quantities s, *, and $$$ are obtained by differentiating equation (11.8b). 

The quantities 2, 2, 2, and &, are obtained by differentiating equation (11.6b) and 

equation (11.8d), respectively, and the quantities OAR,, . . . , oA& are calculated by substituting the 

initial yield stresses equation (11.8~) in equation (11.8b). Therefore, equations (11.20a) represent 

a set of linear differential equations in 2, 2, and 2 with equations (II.BOb) as the initial 

conditions. Once the set of linear differential equations is solved, the sensitivities of the curvature 

2 are calculated using equation (11.14). Then the stress sensitivities are calculated as 

dtai 

&= 
d%f atcp at& -- - 
atp ae, + ae,” 

dtai 

de: 

6%; atcp at& 

=dtcpK+ ae,“? 
dtri 

%f= 
d%j2 atp at ri 
&T88,+ aef. 

(11.21) 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In the numerical calculation, the beam is assumed to be made of six layers of orthotropic 

Glass/Epoxy laminae with the stacking sequence (O”/IO”/450)2. The curvatures of the beam 

and the stresses of the third ply in the principal material directions and the shear stress at the 

top of the beam are calculated. The third ply angle is chosen to be the design variable. The 

sensitivities of the curvatures and the stresses with respect to the design variable are calculated. 

The following material properties are used: Ei = 7.8 x lo6 psi, E2 = 2.6 x lo6 psi, ~12 = 0.25, 

Gi2 = 1.3 x 106psi, X = 1.5 x 105psi, Y = 0.04 x 105psi and S = 0.06 x 105psi. 

In the response calculation, the results of the second order approximation technique are com- 

pared with the linear approximation and the generalized Euler method. Table 1 compares the 

curvatures obtained using the three methods. Tables 2, 3 and 4 compare the stresses t~f, “CT: 

and tr;2, respectively, obtained using the three methods. It can be seen that the results obtained 

using the second order approximation match those obtained using the generalized Euler method 
up to the fifth decimal point. This is because both methods have the same second order degree 
of accuracy [lO,ll]. The results obtained using the linear approximation which has first order 

degree of accuracy are slightly different from the results obtained using the other two methods. 

The sensitivities of the curvature are calculated using the direct differentiation approach (DDA) 

and are compared with those obtained using central finite difference approach (CFDA). Several 
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Table 1. Curvature during loading. 

Load Curvature (/in) 

x lo5 lb-in Linear Euler 2nd-ord 

0.1 0.01309 0.01309 0.01309 

0.2 0.02618 0.02618 0.02618 

0.3 0.03967 0.03968 0.03968 

0.4 0.05647 0.05652 0.05652 

0.5 0.07444 0.07453 0.07453 

0.6 0.09278 0.09290 0.09290 

0.7 0.11141 0.11153 0.11153 

0.8 0.13026 0.13038 0.13038 

0.9 0.14938 0.14951 0.14951 

1.0 0.16873 0.16886 0.16886 

Table 3. Stress “~4 during loading. 

Load stress “~2” (x lo5 lb/in2) 

x lo5 lb-in 

0.1 

Linear 

-0.01304 

Euler 

-0.01304 

and-ord 

-0.01304 

0.2 -0.02607 -0.02607 -0.02607 

0.3 -0.03349 -0.03349 -0.03349 

0.4 -0.03124 -0.03125 -0.03125 

0.5 -0.02915 -0.02917 -0.02917 

0.6 -0.02748 -0.02750 -0.02750 

0.7 -0.02624 -0.02626 -0.02626 

0.8 -0.02535 -0.02536 -0.02536 

0.9 -0.02468 -0.02469 -0.02469 

1.0 -0.02419 -0.02417 -0.02417 

Table 2. Stress “uf during loading. 

Load 

x lo5 lb-in 

stress “of( x lo5 lb/in2) 

Linear Euler and-ord 

0.1 -0.03389 -0.03389 -0.03389 

0.2 -0.06778 -0.06778 -0.06778 

0.3 -0.10092 -0.10092 -0.10092 

0.4 -0.13908 -0.13913 -0.13913 

0.5 -0.18034 -0.18044 -0.18044 

0.6 -0.22252 -0.22264 -0.22264 

0.7 -0.26538 -0.26550 -0.26550 

0.8 -0.30874 -0.30886 -0.30886 

0.9 -0.35274 -0.35285 -0.35285 

1.0 -0.39721 -0.39732 -0.39732 

Table 4. Stress “~1”~ during loading. 

Load stress t~:2( x lo5 lb/in2) 

x lo5 lb-in Linear Euler and-ord 

0.1 0.01021 0.01021 0.01021 

0.2 0.02042 0.02042 0.02042 

0.3 0.02878 0.02875 0.02875 

0.4 0.03388 0.03376 0.03376 

0.5 0.03763 0.03746 0.03746 

0.6 0.04006 0.03986 0.03986 

0.7 0.04151 0.04132 0.04132 

0.8 0.04230 0.04212 0.04212 

0.9 0.04264 0.04248 0.04248 

1.0 0.04268 0.04253 0.04253 

Table 5. Sensitivity of curvature during loading. 

Load Sensitivity of Curvature (/in) 

x 10s CFDA DDA 

lb-in Linear Euler and-ord Linear Euler and-ord 

0.1 0.00922 0.00922 0.00922 0.00922 0.00922 0.00922 

0.2 0.01845 0.01845 0.01845 0.01845 0.01845 0.01845 

0.3 0.03458 0.03458 0.03458 0.03523 0.03523 0.03523 

0.4 0.07277 0.07279 0.07279 0.07435 0.07436 0.07436 

0.5 0.10070 0.10068 0.10068 0.10238 0.10238 0.10238 

0.6 0.12942 0.12937 0.12938 0.13115 0.13111 0.13112 

0.7 0.15851 0.15841 0.15842 0.16020 0.16012 0.16013 

0.8 0.18824 0.18815 0.18816 0.18999 0.18990 0.18991 

0.9 0.21942 0.21934 0.21935 0.22115 0.22105 0.22106 

1.0 0.25057 0.25046 0.25047 0.25217 0.25210 0.25212 

different finite difference step sizes ranging from 0.001 to 0.000001 were tried in the CFDA 

approach. The step size 0.00001 gave the most accurate results and was used in the paper. All 
three approximation techniques are used for the response analysis. Table 5 compares the results 

of the DDA with the results of the CFDA. The results of the generalized Euler method match 

those of the second order approximation up to the fourth decimal point. The results of the linear 

approximation match those of the second order approximation up to the third decimal point. 
The results of the CFDA match those of the DDA only up to the second decimal point. 
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Once the sensitivities of the curvatures are obtained, the constraint sensitivities are calculated 

using the direct differentiation of the constraint functions (or functionals). It is assumed that 

the constraint conditions of the third ply are described by the stresses in the principal material 

directions (1,2) and the shear stress in the ply plane as 

II1 zt(T3-x3 1 F- <o 7 

II2 = “02” - Y; < 0 7 

II3 = t7-3 12 - s; I 0 , 

where X$, Y: and 5’; are the longitudinal failure strength, the transverse failure strength and the 

shear failure strength of the third ply, respectively, and represent the upper bounds on the stresses. 

Tables 6, 7 and 8 present the design sensitivities of the constraints III, IIs and IIs, respectively, 

with respect to the third ply angle. All three approximation techniques are used. The constraint 

sensitivities obtained using the DDA, show excellent agreement with each other. The second 

order approximation yields almost the same results as the generalized Euler approach. When 

these results are compared to those obtained using the CFDA, the results are in good agreement 

up to the elastic limit and differences are exhibited once the deformations enter the plastic range. 

For clarity, Figure 3 shows a comparison of the design sensitivities of constraint III, obtained 

using the CFDA and the DDA when the second order approximation is used. Tables 9, 10 and 11 

present the design sensitivities of the constraints III, IIs and IIs, respectively, near the yield 

point. For clarity, the data of Table 9 is plotted in Figure 4 and shows a comparison of the design 

sensitivities of constraint ITi near yield points using the CFDA and the DDA with the second 

order approximation for stresses. It is seen that the differences increase with increase in the plastic 

deformations. These differences are due to the errors associated with the results obtained using 

the CFDA. When finite difference technique is used, in order to get a good estimate of the stress 

derivatives it is necessary to calculate the stresses accurately. However, in the rate constitutive 

problems, the stresses cannot be calculated directly. Only their approximate values are obtained 

using numerical approaches (e.g., the linear approximation, the generalized Euler method or the 

higher order approximation). As the plastic deformations increase, the approximations fail to 

provide accurate results due to the nonlinearity of the problem. Therefore, the stress sensitivities, 

calculated from these stress values, are unreliable in this range. 

Table 6. Sensitivity of constraint III during loading. 

Load Sensitivity of constraint II1 (x lo5 Ib/in2) 

x 105 CFDA DDA 

lb-in Linear Euler and-ord Linear Euler 2nd-ord 

0.1 0.02790 0.02790 0.02790 0.02790 0.02790 0.02790 

0.2 0.05580 0.05580 0.05580 0.05580 0.05580 0.05580 

0.3 0.07028 0.07028 0.07028 0.07526 0.07526 0.07526 

0.4 0.05760 0.05760 0.05760 0.07673 0.07683 0.07682 

0.5 0.07326 0.07326 0.07327 0.09232 0.09252 0.09251 

0.6 0.08875 0.08875 0.08875 0.10756 0.10793 0.10793 

0.7 0.10456 0.10456 0.10456 0.12333 0.12369 0.12369 

0.8 0.11978 0.11078 0.11978 0.13847 0.13886 0.13886 

0.9 0.13322 0.13322 0.13322 0.15331 0.15261 0.15261 

1.0 0.14765 0.14756 0.14764 0.16703 0.16743 0.16743 

When the material enters the plastic range, the unloading is history-dependent. In the example 

considered, the load at the initial instant of unloading is 0.4 x lo5 lb-in. The unloading process 

conforms the generalized Hooke’s law. Table 12 presents the curvature values during unloading. 

Tables 13, 14 and 15 present the stresses during unloading. The second order approximation and 
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Table 7. Sensitivity of constraint IT2 during loading. 

Load 

xl05 

lb-in Linear 

Sensitivity of constraint l&(x lo5 lb/in2) 

CFDA DDA 

Euler 2nd-ord Linear Euler Snd-ord 

0.1 -0.02069 -0.02069 -0.02069 -0.02069 -0.02069 -0.02069 

0.2 -0.04138 -0.04138 -0.04138 -0.04138 -0.04138 -0.04138 

0.3 -0.06491 -0.06491 -0.06491 -0.04497 -0.04498 -0.04498 

0.4 -0.07300 -0.07300 -0.07300 0.00180 0.00182 0.00182 

0.5 -0.07206 -0.07206 -0.07206 0.00117 0.00121 0.00121 

0.6 -0.07123 -0.07123 -0.07123 -0.00073 -0.00062 -0.00063 

0.7 -0.07055 -0.07055 -0.07055 -0.00340 -0.00324 -0.00324 

0.8 -0.07000 -0.07000 -0.07000 -0.00628 -0.00607 -0.00607 

0.9 -0.06956 -0.06955 -0.06955 -0.00898 -0.00875 -0.00875 

1.0 -0.06930 -0.06930 -0.06929 -0.01134 -0.01112 -0.01113 

Table 8. Sensitivity of constraint IIs during loading. 

Load 

x105 

lb-in Linear 

Sensitivity of constraint IIs( x lo5 lb/in2) 

CFDA DDA 

Euler and-ord Linear Euler 2nd-ord 

0.00599 0.00599 0.00599 0.00599 0.00599 0.00599 

0.01199 0.01199 0.01199 0.01199 0.01199 0.01199 

0.02179 0.02177 0.02177 0.01460 0.01460 0.01460 

0.03648 0.03629 0.03629 0.00451 0.00457 0.00457 

0.04350 0.04326 0.04326 0.00276 0.00293 0.00293 

0.04913 0.04888 0.04888 -0.00056 -0.00027 -0.00027 

0.05362 0.05337 0.05337 -0.00436 -0.00399 -0.00399 

0.05726 0.05703 0.05703 -0.00792 -0.00749 -0.00749 

0.06028 0.06007 0.06007 -0.01091 -0.01045 -0.01046 

0.06278 0.06260 0.06260 -0.01328 -0.01282 -0.01282 

.I 

% 

c% 0 ‘ I I I I I I 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Load (xlO’lb-in) 

Figure 3. Comparison of sensitivities of constraint (nr); direct difference approach 
(DDA) and central finite difference approach (CFDA). 

the generalized Euler method produce the same results. The linear approximation also shows 
very good agreement with the other two techniques. Table 16 presents the sensitivities of the 
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Table 9. Sensitivity of constraint III near yield point during loading. 

Load Sensitivity of constraint IIr( x lo5 lb/in’) 

x105 CFDA DDA 

lb-in Linear Euler and-ord Linear Euler find-ord 

0.26875 0.07498 0.07498 0.07498 0.07498 0.07498 0.07498 

0.27500 0.07515 0.07515 0.07515 0.07588 0.07588 0.07588 

0.28125 0.07390 0.07390 0.07390 0.07566 0.07566 0.07566 

0.28750 0.07267 0.07267 0.07267 0.07564 0.07564 0.07564 

0.29375 0.07142 0.07142 0.07142 0.07542 0.07542 0.07542 

0.30000 0.07017 0.07017 0.07017 0.07531 0.07531 0.07531 

Table 10. Sensitivity of constraint II2 near yield point during loading. 

Load Sensitivity of constraint Ifs( x lo5 lb/in2) 

x105 CFDA DDA 

lb-in Linear Euler and-ord Linear Euler and-ord 

0.26875 -0.05560 -0.05560 -0.05560 -0.05560 -0.05560 -0.05560 

0.27500 -0.05743 -0.05743 -0.05743 -0.05509 -0.05509 -0.05509 

0.28125 -0.05962 -0.05962 -0.05962 -0.05271 -0.05271 -0.05271 

0.28750 -0.06167 -0.06167 -0.06167 -0.05049 -0.05049 -0.05049 

0.29375 -0.06358 -0.06358 -0.06358 -0.04758 -0.04758 -0.04758 

0.30000 -0.06534 -0.06534 -0.06534 -0.04490 -0.04490 -0.04490 

Table 11. Sensitivity of constraint fIs near yield point during loading. 

Load 

x105 

lb-in Linear 

Sensitivity of constraint IIs( x lo5 Ib/in2) 

CFDA DDA 

Euler and-ord Linear Euler and-ord 

0.26875 0.01611 0.01611 0.01611 0.01611 0.01611 0.01611 

0.27500 0.01695 0.01695 0.01695 0.01611 0.01611 0.01611 

0.28125 0.01821 0.01820 0.01820 0.01579 0.01579 0.01579 

0.28750 0.01944 0.01944 0.01944 0.01548 0.01548 0.01548 

0.29375 0.02067 0.02066 0.02066 0.01501 0.01502 0.01502 

0.30000 0.02188 0.02187 0.02187 0.01459 0.01460 0.01460 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

I CFDA 
- DDA 

01 I I I I I 

0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.3 0.31 
Load (x1051b-in) 

Figure 4. Comparison of sensitivities of constraint (II,) near yield point; direct 
difference approach (DDA) and central finite difference approach (CFDA). 
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Table 12. Curvature during unloading. Table 13. Stress “~7 during unloading.. 

Load Curvature (/in) 

x lo5 lb-in Linear Euler and-ord 

Load stress taf( x lo5 lb/in’) 

x lo5 lb-in Linear Euler and-ord 

0.4 0.05647 0.05652 0.05652 

0.35 0.04961 0.04963 0.04963 

0.3 0.04307 0.04309 0.04309 

0.25 0.03652 0.03654 0.03654 

0.2 0.02998 0.03000 0.03000 

0.15 0.02343 0.02345 0.02345 

0.1 0.01689 0.01691 0.01691 

0.05 0.01034 0.01036 0.01036 

0.0 0.00380 0.00382 0.00382 

0.4 -0.13908 -0.13913 -0.13913 

0.35 -0.12213 -0.12218 -0.12218 

0.3 -0.10519 -0.10524 -0.10524 

0.25 -0.08824 -0.08829 -0.08829 

0.2 -0.07130 -0.07135 -0.07135 

0.15 -0.05435 -0.05440 -0.05440 

0.1 -0.03740 -0.03745 -0.03745 

0.05 -0.02046 -0.02051 -0.02051 

0.0 -0.00351 -0.00356 -0.00356 

Table 14. Stress “c$? during unloading. Table 15. Stress ~~~ t 3 during unloading. 

Load stress t uz ( x lo5 lb/in2 ) 

x lo5 lb-in Linear Euler and-ord 

0.4 -0.03124 -0.03125 -0.03125 

0.35 -0.02472 -0.02473 -0.02473 

0.3 -0.01820 -0.01821 -0.01821 

0.25 -0.01169 -0.01170 -0.01170 

0.2 -0.00517 -0.00518 -0.00518 

0.15 0.00135 0.00134 0.00134 

0.1 0.00787 0.00786 0.00786 

0.05 0.01438 0.01437 0.01437 

0.0 0.02090 0.02089 0.02089 

Load stress “T,“,( x lo5 lb/in2) 

x lo5 lb-in Linear Euler and-ord 

0.4 0.03388 0.03376 0.03376 

0.35 0.02877 0.02865 0.02865 

0.3 0.02367 0.02355 0.02355 

0.25 0.01856 0.01844 0.01844 

0.2 0.01346 0.01334 0.01334 

0.15 0.00835 0.00823 0.00823 

0.1 0.00325 0.00313 0.00313 

0.05 -0.00186 -0.00198 -0.00198 

0.0 -0.00696 -0.00708 -0.00708 

Table 16. Sensitivities of curvature during unloading. 

Load 

x 105 

lb-in 

0.4 

0.35 

0.3 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

0.0 

Linear 

0.07429 

0.06877 

0.06416 

0.05954 

0.05491 

0.05032 

0.04251 

0.03353 

0.02541 

Sensitivity of Curvature (/in) 

CFDA DDA 

Euler and-ord Linear Euler Pnd-ord 

0.07435 0.07435 0.07430 0.07436 0.07436 

0.06882 0.06883 0.06878 0.06884 0.06885 

0.06423 0.06423 0.06417 0.06424 0.06424 

0.05962 0.05963 0.05954 0.05963 0.05963 

0.05499 0.05598 0.05492 0.05498 0.05498 

0.05038 0.05039 0.05033 0.05039 0.05040 

0.04257 0.04258 0.04252 0.04258 0.04259 

0.03358 0.03359 0.03354 0.03359 0.03360 

0.02546 0.02547 0.02541 0.02547 0.02547 

curvatures during unloading. Tables 17, 18 and 19 present the sensitivities of the stresses during 

unloading. The second approximation and the generalized Euler method give the same results. 

The results obtained using the linear approximation also give very good agreement with the 

others. 

The DDA approach developed saves significant computational effort in the sensitivity analysis. 

Figure 5 presents a comparison of the CPU time utilized in calculating the sensitivities of con- 
straint (IIr), using the three different approaches for response calculations, and shows 40 percent 

CPU saving. 
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Table 17. Sensitivities of stress “uf during unloading. 

LOad 

x 105 

lb-in 

0.4 

0.35 

0.3 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 
0.1 

0.05 

0.0 

Sensitivity of stress “uf( x lo5 lb/in’) 

CFDA DDA 
Linear Euler and-ord Linear Euler Ind-ord 

0.07672 0.07683 0.07682 0.07673 0.07683 0.07683 

0.06278 0.06287 0.06288 0.06278 0.06288 0.06289 

0.04882 0.04893 0.04892 0.04883 0.04893 0.04892 

0.03487 0.03498 0.03497 0.03488 0.03498 0.03497 

0.02093 0.02102 0.02102 0.02093 0.02103 0.02103 

0.00699 0.00708 0.00707 0.00698 0.00708 0.00708 
-0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 

-0.00457 -0.00447 -0.00448 -0.00456 -0.00447 -0.00448 

-0.01094 -0.01086 -0.01086 -0.01095 -0.01085 -0.01085 

Table 18. Sensitivities of stress “c$ during unloading. 

Load 

x 105 

lb-in 

0.4 

0.35 

0.3 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 
0.1 

0.05 

0.0 

Sensitivity of stress “0: (X lo5 lb/in’) 

CFDA DDA 

Linear Euler and-ord Linear Euler 

0.01800 0.01819 0.01918 0.01800 0.01820 

0.01205 0.01216 0.01215 0.01206 0.01215 

0.02238 0.02250 0.02251 0.02239 0.02251 

0.03271 0.03285 0.03285 0.03284 0.03286 

0.04307 0.04319 0.04320 0.04309 0.04321 

0.05340 0.05353 0.05352 0.05339 0.05352 
0.06639 0.06653 o.ofX54 0.06638 0.06653 

0.08037 0.08051 0.08052 0.08036 0.08052 

0.09364 0.09376 0.09376 0.09366 0.09377 

Table 19. Sensitivities of stress “r& during unloading. 

and-ord 

0.01820 

0.01215 

0.02251 

0.03286 

0.04320 

0.05352 
0.06653 

0.08052 

0.09377 

Load Sensitivity of stress “T,“,( x lo5 Ib/in2) 

x 105 CFDA DDA 
lb-in Linear Euler Pnd-ord Linear Euler and-ord 

0.4 0.00451 0.00457 0.00456 0.00451 0.00457 0.00457 

0.35 0.00151 0.00158 0.00158 0.00152 0.00157 0.00157 

0.3 -0.00148 -0.00142 -0.00142 -0.00148 -0.00142 -0.00142 

0.25 -0.00447 -0.00441 -0.00441 -0.00448 -0.00442 -0.00442 

0.2 -0.00748 -0.00741 -0.00742 -0.00748 -0.00742 -0.00742 

0.15 -0.01048 -0.01042 -0.01043 -0.01047 -0.01042 -0.01042 

0.1 -0.01555 -0.01551 -0.01550 -0.01556 -0.01550 -0.01550 

0.05 -0.02141 -0.02133 -0.02134 -0.02140 -0.02134 -0.02134 

0.0 -0.02669 -0.02661 -0.02662 -0.02668 -0.02661 -0.02662 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A nonlinear sensitivity analysis procedure was developed for the analysis of elastoplastic struc- 

tures. The formulation involved composite materials with material nonlinearity. The sensitivity 

analysis was based on a direct differentiation approach and the responses were calculated using a 

load incrementation technique. In the response analysis, a higher order approximation of the in- 

tegration of the rate constitutive equation was used. The design sensitivity equation was obtained 

by direct differentiation of the equilibrium equation with respect to the design variables. In the 
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Figure 5. Comparison of CPU time in constraint (III) sensitivity calculation. 

sensitivity analysis, a partial differentiation of the rate constitutive equations with respect to the 

design variable was proposed. Using this approach, the discontinuities of the design sensitivities 

at the material transition points were prevented from affecting the design sensitivities at other 

points. The following important observations were made. 

(1) Approximation of the rate constitutive equations. This approximation is reinforced in the 

response analysis and shows excellent agreement with the generalized Euler approach. 

(2) Design partial differentiation of the rate constitutive equations. This procedure is used 

in the sensitivity analysis to obtain the partial c,erivatives of the stresses with respect to the 

design variables and yields a set of linear differential equations which are relatively easy to solve. 

This avoids expensive time integration which is commonly used. The procedure requires partial 

derivatives of yield stresses with respect to design variables, displacements and stresses after the 

yield point, but does not require the previous sensitivity information. This avoids the problem 

of discontinuities in design sensitivities at material transition point. 

(3) In calculations of curvature sensitivities, the results of the direct differentiation approach 

show excellent agreement with those obtained using the central finite difference technique. 

(4) In calculations of stress sensitivities, the results of the direct differentiation approach deviate 

from those obtained using the finite difference approach in the plastic range. This is due to the 

errors associated with the approximate calculation of the stresses in the finite difference approach. 
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